MUSIC MAKES YOU SMARTER RESEARCH

MUSIC AND INTELLIGENCE

Book Recommendations Courtesy of Sue Snyder

How music affects brain physiology - Published by MMB

-- Biomedical Foundations of Music as Therapy, Dale B. Taylor, 1997

-- The Rhythmic Language of Health and Disease, Mark Rider, 1997

Music with the Brain in Mind, by Eric Jensen.

Music and Emotional Intelligence, starting on page 45.


Intelligence

Daniel Goleman: Emotional Intelligence

Gardner, Howard
-- Art Education and Human Development.
The Getty Centre for Education in the Arts. Los Angeles, 1990.

Performer's Perspective:
--A Soprano on Her Head, by Eloise Ristad - Right-side-up reflections on life
--Tone Deaf & All Thumbs, by Frank Wilson - an invitation to music making
--The Artist's Way: A Spiritual Path to Higher Creativity, by Julia Cameron
Bamburger, Jeanne. The Mind Behind the Musical Ear.
Eaton, M.M. "Teaching through Puzzles in the Arts" The Arts Education and Aesthetic Knowing. Ch.7.
Don Campbell (2000) The Mozart Effect in Children Chapter 5 Dance and play, exploring the emotions (18 months to 3 years) Hodder Headline Australia by arrangement with Harper Collins, New York

**Citations Courtesy of Research Librarian David Dillard Temple University**


10. Applying Multiple Intelligence Theory in the Music Classroom. Mallonee, Richard L., 1997 (ED411240)


23. The Role of Musical Aptitude, Intelligence, and Academic Achievement in Predicting the Musical Attainment of Elementary Music Students Young, William T.; Journal of Research in Music Education, 19, 4, 385-398,

24. Intelligence vs Progress in Music Education Holmstrom, Lars-Gunnar; J Res Music Educ, 17, 1, 76-81, 69 Spr


1. Do mental speed and musical abilities interact?
Author: Gruhn, Wilfried Author, Reprint Author; Galley, Niels; Kluth, Christine In: Avanzini, Giuliano; Faienza, Carmine; Minciacchi, Diego; Lopez, Luisa; Majno, Maria; The neurosciences and music; 2003; Volume 999; 485-496

2. Music studies instrumental in raising children's IQ

3. THIS SOFTWARE PICKS THE HITS
4. Sing Me Out  
Author: Carlozo, Louis R  

5. No, You Don't  
Author: Young, Charles M  
Source: Rolling Stone no. 956 (Sep 2, 2004): p. 155

6. Take your iPod to the gym  
Author: Yeager, Selene  
Source: Prevention 56, no. 9 (Sep 2004): p. 50

7. France's War on Intelligence  
Author: Meunier, Sophie  
Source: Foreign Policy no. 143 (Jul/Aug 2004): p. 85-87

8. The Mozart effect: Questions about the seminal findings of Rauscher, Shaw, and colleagues  
Author: Fudin, Robert; Lembessis, Elizabeth  

9. De-Lovely: Music From the Motion Picture  
Author: Robins, Wayne  
Source: Billboard 116, no. 27 (Jul 3, 2004): p. 34

10. Real Genius  
Author: Klosterman, Chuck  
Source: Esquire 142, no. 1 (Jul 2004): p. 46,48

11. Tuning Up Young Minds  
Author: Bower, Bruce  

12. BACH: St John Passion  
Author: Althouse, Paul L  
Source: American Record Guide 67, no. 3 (May/Jun 2004): p. 75-76

13. Diverse Light 2  
Author: Lehman, Mark L  

14. SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in A minor, D 537; A, D 664; Impromptus, D 899: Sergio Florentine-Appian 5561-67 minutes / SCHUBERT: Arpeggione Sonata; see ONSLOW / SCHULHOFF: Divertissement; see NIELSEN  
Author: Becker, Alan  
15. Is listening to Mozart the only way to enhance spatial reasoning?  
Author: Lints, Amanda; Gadbois, Shannon  

16. Multiple intelligences and perceived self-efficacy among Chinese secondary school teachers in Hong Kong  
Author: Chan, David W  
Source: Educational Psychology 23, no. 5 (Dec 2003): p. 521-533

17. Intelligence  
Author: Anonymous  

18. The Composer as 'Spy': The Ferraboscos, Gabriele Paleotti, and the Inquisition  
Author: Monson, Craig  

19. Machining melodies  
Author: Huang, Gregory T  

20. Saddam's bad rap  
Author: Smalley, Suzanne; Hosenball, Mark  

Author: Anonymous  
Source: Economist 366, no. 8309 (Feb 1, 2003): p. 71

Author: Davies, Steven  

23. IQ study weighs genes, environment  
Author: Jacobson, Linda  
Source: Education Week 23, no. 2 (Sep 10, 2003): p. 1,16-17

24. Kentucky fried rap  
Author: Anonymous  

25. Music to babies' ears  
Author: McCormick, Moira  
Source: Billboard 115, no. 37 (Sep 13, 2003): p. 35-36

26. Reimer on music education: All about feeling, synergy, and
intelligence
Author: Smith, Ralph A Source: Arts Education Policy Review 104, no. 5

27. The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes
Author: Childs, Michael Source: Canadian Journal of History 38, no. 1 (Apr
2003): p. 130

28. Classical Kirkby
Author: Barker, John W Source: American Record Guide 66, no. 2 (Mar/Apr

29. Rules of Travel
Author: Waddell, Ray Source: Billboard 115, no. 16 (Apr 19, 2003): p. 29-30

30. The Mozart effect may only be demonstrable in nonmusicians
Author: Twomey, A; Esgate, A Source: Perceptual & Motor Skills 95, no. 3
(Dec 2002): p. 1013-1026

31. Liszt: Paganini Studies; Schubert March Transcriptions
Author: Villemin, Stephane Source: American Record Guide 65, no. 6

32. Leighton: Metamorphoses; Elegy; Partita; Trio
Author: Lehman, Mark L Source: American Record Guide 65, no. 6 (Nov/Dec
2002): p. 133

33. Living the beat
110-114

34. Medea
Author: Isherwood, Charles Source: Variety 388, no. 9 (Oct 14-Oct 20,
2002): p. 36-37

35. Serenade Saddam into submission?
Author: Elvin, John Source: Insight on the News 18, no. 37 (Oct 1-Oct 14,
2002): p. 17

36. The Possessor and the Possessed: Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, and the
Idea of Musical Genius
Author: Wallace, Robin Source: Music Library Association. Notes 59, no. 1
(Sep 2002): p. 90-93

37. Defining emotional intelligence in music education
38. Brainy acts
Author: Stieg, Bill; Jones, Lisa Source: Men's Health 17, no. 5 (Jun 2002): p. 50

39. Sibelius 2 now available
Author: Anonymous Source: American Music Teacher 51, no. 5 (Apr/May 2002): p. 10

40. Sound tracks
Author: Flick, Larry Source: Billboard 114, no. 5 (Feb 2, 2002): p. 32

41. Jose Antonio Escobar, guitar
Author: Rings, Steven Source: American Record Guide 65, no. 1 (Jan/Feb 2002): p. 224

42. Schubert: Impromptus, op 90; Allegretto, D 915; Hungarian Melody; Piano Sonata in C minor / Piano Sonatas in A minor (D 845) & E-flat

43. AOI: Bionix
Author: Hall, Rashaun Source: Billboard 113, no. 50 (Dec 15, 2001): p. 22

44. Mozart: Piano Concerto 20; Scarlatti: Sonatas
Author: Morin, Alexander Source: American Record Guide 64, no. 6 (Nov/Dec 2001): p. 259

45. Art Official Intelligence: Bionix
Author: Nugent, Benjamin Source: Time 158, no. 25 (Dec 10, 2001): p. 113

46. Don't stop moving
Author: Graham-Rowe, Duncan Source: New Scientist 172, no. 2317 (Nov 17, 2001): p. 25

47. Leona Naess: I Tried to Rock You But You Only Roll

48. Intelligence data

49. You drive me crazy
50. Spiritual Machines